MOBILE ENTERTAINMENT IPHONE5/6/7 CABLE, LIGHTNING
CONNECTOR TO USB-A
I-CONNECT IP-5/U

This top class i-Connect cable establishes the perfect connection between iPhone-6,
iPhone-5, iPhone 5s, iPhone5c and other audio devices with a USB-A port. Consistent use of exquisite components ensures this high-end cable from the XXL series
provides optimum contact between the connected devices at all times. The highquality solid metal Apple connector and the 24 carat gold-plated USB connector also
ensure maximum transmission reliability and signal stability at the critical transitions.
The extremely durable fabric sheathing ultimately emphasises the high technological
standard of this XXL® i-Connect cable.

USB A Lightning

SIGNAL DIRECTION

cable material

fabric sheath, Ultra-thin individual wires, Solid plastic casing

Connector material

solid metal plug

Inner conductor material

SPC/OFC - silver-plated oxygen-free copper

cable geometry

Round

Shielding

Multiple shielding

Features

Made for iPod, iPhone, iPad, 24kt gold plated contacts , 30
years warranty

More information:

Bi-Directional

Oehlbach iPhone 5 Lightning USB cable that is 100% compatible with Apple
Due to the fact that compatibility problems are being experienced with some Lightning USB cables that are used with the latest iPhone models, we wish to expressly
point out that the cables causing the problems are „cheap cables“ that have not
been licensed. Oehlbach´s Lightning USB cable (XXL i-Connect IP-5/U) naturally
works perfectly with all iPhone-5 models – and is also absolutely compatible with
the current iPad and iPod models. Charging and synchronisation work absolutely
flawlessly!
Apple is known not only for focusing on the quality of its hardware but also for
making high demands on accessories. That´s why Apple awards special licences
for all cables and thus authorises external manufacturers to produce them. Many
customers circumvent this by purchasing cables from unlicensed no-name suppliers.
This is no longer possible with iOS7! The system blocks all cables that are not able to
authenticate themselves as original accessories. The current iOS only permits cables
by Apple or licensees to be used. In all other cases, users will be warned accordingly
and the device will not charge.
The XXL i-Connect IP-5/U is a Lightning cable for the iPhone 5 that has been authorised and licensed by Apple. As it is 100% compatible with iOS 7, this high-quality
Oehlbach cable may be used with the latest generation of iPhones, iPads and iPods:
Made for iPod touch (5th generation), iPod nano (7th generation), iPhone 5, iPad (4th
generation), iPad mini.
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Length

Color

EAN

60143

0.50 m

Grey

4003635601433

MSRP (19%)
39.99 €

60144

1m

Grey

4003635601440

44.99 €

60145

2m

Grey

4003635601457

49.99 €

60146

3m

Grey

4003635601464

59.99 €

More information:

item no.
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